Mixed ionic and electronic conducting cathodes are considered to be very attractive for solid oxide fuel cells since they allow oxygen reduction and incorporation into the electrolyte not only via the surface of the cathode (three phase boundary mechanism) but also through the electrode bulk. However, porous fuel cell cathodes exhibit a complex geometry/morphology and even if all relevant transport and reaction parameters of the elementary electrochemical reaction steps are known it is frequently not trivial to predict how the interplay of material properties and geometry (porosity, particle size, electrode thickness, etc.) affects the polarization resistance. Numerical calculations of the multi-dimensional potential distributions in porous mixed conducting cathodes are therefore presented for model electrodes of different geometry and varying material parameters. It is shown that such calculations can be used i) to identify optimal cathode geometries for given material parameters, ii) to elaborate those material properties that should primarily be optimized in order to lower the polarization resistance and iii) to define target values for material parameters that should be achieved in the search for new materials. 
